Mayor: Ümit Uysal

City: Muratpasa Municipality

Dear Sir/Madam,

Please allow us to briefly express what kinds of the protective measures we take to prevent the spread of the virus as Antalya Muratpaşa Municipality, Turkey.

Due to the epidemic of corona virus-COVID-19, Muratpaşa Municipality continues its disinfection and disinfection studies in public areas. The hygiene team within the Directorate of Cleaning Affairs disinfected the main service building of the municipality, where thousands of people enter and exit every day. Within the scope of the works, the teams also carried out disinfection in the municipal main service building in Fener District, where thousands of people enter and exit every day. The municipality culture hall, especially the wedding hall, the exhibition areas and the foyer were thoroughly cleaned, while handrails and elevators were also sprayed. Within the scope of the measures, a liquid hand sanitizer was placed at certain points in the main service building. Read more (in Turkish) here, https://muratpasa-bld.gov.tr/haber/61787/3/kafelerin-kapali-alanlari-da-kapatildi

All necessary precautions were taken to prevent the personnel on the field from being affected by the virus. Within this scope, the entrance to the municipal service building was also reduced to a single door, and an ozone room was set up to disinfect everyone coming and going to the municipal main service building. Read more (in Turkish) here, https://muratpasa-bld.gov.tr/haber/61837/3/muratpasadan-ozel-onlemler

One of the symbols of Antalya, historical Kaleiçi ancient city was disinfected against the corona virus outbreak by the teams of Muratpaşa Municipality. The 10-member team affiliated to the municipality sprayed the Hadrian’s Gate, the streets and the Hidirlik Tower, which tourists pass through with their special equipment, against all kinds of bacteria and viruses. Read more (in Turkish) here, https://muratpasa-bld.gov.tr/haber/61808/3/baskan-uysal-yardim-icin-ayaktayiz

Muratpaşa Municipality also disinfected the buildings used by other public institutions and organizations against the virus. Within the scope of the works, the hygiene team of Muratpaşa Municipality disinfected the police and family health centers in the district. Teams also washed and disinfected the market places with medicated water both before and after the market is established.
In addition to all other efforts, Muratpaşa Municipality, which has been working with extraordinary efforts to combat the coronavirus epidemic, has started to produce face shields with 3D printers. The mask with 2 thousand 150 visors produced within 3 days was distributed to professionals at risk, especially hospitals. Read more (in Turkish) here. https://muratpasa-bld.gov.tr/haberler/61857/3/muratpasa-belediyesinden-koronavirusle-3d-mucadele

Muratpaşa Municipality has also established a small army for the distribution of 450 thousand masks in the district within the scope of new types of coronavirus measures. A fully equipped team of 250 people started to distribute 450 thousand washable masks from home to house.

The teams will deliver 3 washable masks and mask bags with a warning message against the corona virus to every household in the district. Those who are not at home are left with masks on their doors. Read more (in Turkish) here. https://muratpasa-bld.gov.tr/haberler/61914/3/muratpasadan-137-bineve-450-bin-ucretsiz-maske

Kind regards,

Ibrahim Utku NAR

Foreign Affairs Officer

Muratpasa Municipality

Antalya, Turkey

---

Corona Crisis: MayorsActNow
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